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A METAHEURJSTIC ALGORITHMS FOR A SPECIFIC SCIIEDULING
PRoBLEM

Noim Yalaoui],2, Lionel Amodeo3, Farouk Yalaouia, Hatim Mahdi5

Kelnuords Scheduling problem, Hybrid Jloıı shop problem, Geneiic algorithm, Parlicle s'uarm
optimizatioıı, fıazy loğc coııtroller.

INTRODUCTION

This work is an industrial case study with a specific configuration. This flow shop contains some stages

with real parallel ııachines, and a fictive one in each stage. All products have to be processed ttuough
different stages and pre assigned in the machines. This aspect of the production plesents an hybrid flow shop

scheduling problem with a pre assignment of machines. The objective of the probIem is to minimize the total
tardiness. To solve it, different meta}ıeuristic methods have bcen applied such us a genetic algorithm e,nd a

particle swarm optimisation. As known, these methods are very efficient but have some constraints rega'ding
the paIametels or the operators, the difficulty to define thc probability of mutation or clos5over for the genetic

algorithm for example. To overcome this Aonstraint, we plopose a new approach using a genetic algoıithm
under control of fıuzy Iogic conhollers. Those allow a continuous upgrading of the parameters. This me thod

has been developed by us to solve another specific scheduling problem with re-entraıt olders Hata! Baş'ıuru
kaynağı bulunamadı.. In this paper, we test its efficiency on the our new problem.

Since fuzzy scts theory has been introduced more than 20 yeafs ago, it has had aül unexpected growth.

Coffin aıd Taylor Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadt. plesented a multiple criteria model for scheduling.
This model uses fuzzy logic and a standard beam search. The flız4 beam seaıch model is applied via a tıı enty

ploject exampIes problem using three primary goals: ma-ximizing expected profit, maximizing average su(jcess

probability for the portfolio, and minimizing the makespan of the portfolio. The quality of the solutioırs is
provided trough a comparison between the results froıı the model and those generated by a complete
enumef ation proCedure.

The study Shows that Ihe fuzzy beam search model is able to genelate high quality solutions, using very

small beam widths; moreover it needS Iess computational efforts than exact methodS.
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Abstrucı 
-We 

deal in this work with aıı operational decision level such as a scheduling problem. Regc'rding
to the specificdtioıı of ühe workshop, the solved probleııı is preseııied as an hybrid flo'ıı, shop problem ıvith a
pre assignment of ıasks oıı machiııes. This oııe has; some stages, each oııe coııtaiııs dffirenl machines alld ihe

assignment of the tasks is known. Also each stage coıllaüı one ficlive machiııe. For a large size of problems
such us those of induslrial cases, lhree metaheuristics are developed iı,ı lhis paper. These oııes .Ire a genelic
algorithm (GA), a particle swdrm opıimizaiioıı (PSO) aııd a genetic algorithm uııder fıızı1 logic coııt.oller
(FLCGA). The resulis of ıhese meihods are compared to aü1 exoct oııe which has been developed i,ı our
previous works. The resulıs are presented dııd discussed. The iııterest aııd the effectiveness of these

metaheurislics are shown.

l

l



Bugnon e/ aL lJata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. described an approach based on a fuzzy rules
controller which caı be dynamically adapted following different perturbations in a shop. This method
provides a dynamic approach to solve efficiently real-time scheduling problems.

Slarıy Hatal Başvuru kalrıağı buIunamadı. developed a method which combines repair-based methods

and fuzzy constraints. This algorithm can solve real-world multi-criteria decision making, especially
scheduling problems. This method reaches a compromise between different criteri4 moreover it asses

priorities among fuzry constraints. The results obtained from a steel making application indicate the efficiency
ofthe proposed approach compared to constructive non-fuzzy methods in terms of modeling and performance_

Chan et al. Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. showed that scheduling of manufacturing system is
made up ofseveral decision points at which a decision rule should be applied: for example, the selection ofan
operation among several altematives. A simple operation-selection rule, such as SNQ (Shortest Number of
jobs in Queue), always blindly pursues a single objective, despite more than one objective are important. To
fix this problem, the auüors introduced aı intelligent approach to a multi-objective real-time altemative
operation. Each altemative operation is evaluated, and its contribution to system performance using
membership functions is calculated. The proposed method is easy to apply in a simulation model. They
mentioned that the objective set used in üis paper is not exhaustive, but is a significaıt generic issue in
machine selection. The results of the proposed method show a good improvement in some performance
measues, such as net profit and average lead time.

Allet Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. interested in representing a practical case of a

pharmaceutical compaıy in 2003. This problem was already treated in the classical case (fixed data aıd strict
constraints) arıd modeled as a generalized job shop problem. In this model, seveıal aspects of this problem
were neglected (existence of preference relations on the possible values of due dates and delay between
successive operations of the same job). In this work, a new model is proposed, with use of fuzzy logic arıd
flefbility on delay and due dates. A new method generalizing the pıevious ones is developed. The lormer
considers the existence of the preference relation on each ofthe two paıameters.

Suhail and Khan Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. studied the development procedure of a. fızry
conffol System (FCS) for production processes- The latter are perfectly balanced over time but need to be
controlled due to üe randornness involved by their fi.ınctioning. The authors try to contol it dynamically wiü
FCS system in different coniiguration and in taking into account the randomness operator.

In this section, a state of the art has been presented. This one allows us to see the different works done on
the scheduling problem under fuZZy control. The different wolks cited bellow show that üe fuzzy logic
controller can be used in different ways. As resumed, the FLC caı be considered as a tool for decision
support.

OPTIMIZATION METHOD
In this section, the hybrid flow shop scheduling pıoblem is solved. The objective is to minimize the total

tardiness. We solve the problem using a method which involves Genetic A|godthm guided by Fuzzy Logic
Controllers (FLC-GA) and we improve the GA and PSO. Finally we compare all of these results to get

effi ciency of the different methods.

Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm

Each chromosome in the population defines a solution for the scheduling problem. Each chromosome ıs
composed ofthe sequence of tasks at each stage. Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. shows a chıomosome
which defines the scheduling of 3 tasks on three stages. The size (number of genes) of a chromosome is üe
product of the number of task multiplied by the number of stages. Each gene of a chromosome contains an

integel numbeİ that represents the index ofthe task.
Figure l. Chıomosome encoding

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
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The basic methods presented hereafter is a Genetic Algorithm (GA) since üe efficiency of this method is
firmly established, we just recalled here that GA is a population based metaheuristic which combined different
crossover and mutation ofchıomosomes in oıder to select efficient solutions fol several problems
Encoding chromosome

]



2 1 ] 3 1 2 3

Stagc 1 staEc 2 Stage 3

Parent l 2 l 3 2 l 3 l 3 2

Parent 2 l 2 2 3 3 2 l

Sta

Stopping criteria
ln the literafure two typeS ofstopping criteria exist: either the number of generations is fixed, or the :;earch

process stops when the best objective function is not improved foı a fixed number of generations. In this study
the two criteria are combined. The hard limit conceming the number of generations is set to: 

^keı? 
= 2000

generations.
Fuzry Iogic

As the pıevious section shows, the genetic algorithm (GA) used here has two probabili§ pafameteüs: the
pıobability of mutation denoted by pız and the probability of crossoveı denoted by pc which are u;ually
constant. In their p apeı La:u et al. Hata! Başvuru kalnağı bulunamadı. introduced aFıury Logic Conlroller
(FLC) which aimed to set proper paran,ıeter values in each iteration of the GA. In the present section, the FLC
works is explained, hereafter this explaıation is illustfated by an example.The fıızzy Iogic was introduced by
Loifı Zad.eh [54], firstly as data processing and then used to control system. It consists in introducing noise
trough membership function and making a decision by using a table. The functioning is explained below.

Figürre 4. Membrship fimction of /(/ - l), f(l-2),^P,,M",

3

saı }a §1 }l

_Jn Jğ _Jğ -:c -4

p Figure 6. example of fuzzyfication

L İ5 fal FL E-R

ıEi.!ı!J.

The FLC is made up of 3 steps: fwlfccütioı7, decisian making and defw4fcalioı,ı. ln our algoıithnı two
different FLCs eist: one dedicated to the probabili§ of mutation pız and another one dedicated tıı the
probabili§ ofcrossoverpc. The functioning ofthe first FLC is described here, as this can be easily adapted to
the FLC which concernspm.

Figure 5. Membershi function oi d(t)
t e,4_,, _la _o 0

The FLC which controls pc value uses some information and parameters are considered: the iter,ition
denoted by l, the probability of crossover is denoted by pc(l) at this iteration and by pc(ı l) and pc(t - 2) at

the two former itelations. Pafameterpc is calculated bypc(ı)= pc(l |) + lpc,FLCprovides the value ol',4pc
by using the value ofthe difference between/(/ 1) ?ğ:,dflı 2) which are the average value ofthe obje:tive
function (in this section the total tardiness) at the iteration / - 1 and 1 - 2 lespectively. More over FLC uses
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crossover
The crossover operator consists to cfeate two children by crossing one or mole genes flom two parenls. FoI
solving our problem, a LYproceduıe has been applied in each stage. The crossover is applied in each ih:ration
reguarding the updated vaIue of its probability opeıator for crossing pc. This probability palametel is iııitially
set to:pc : 0.9. The update is made under the FLC (fıızzy logic control).
Mutation
The objective of the mutation is to plevent the algorithm from being trapped untimely in a local optimum.
Two points are randomly selected on the chromosome. In our case, Iandom mutation is generated at each
stage of the chromosome to disturb solutions. As the crossover operator the mutation operator happens with a
probability ofpız which is also under üe FLC. This parameter is set to: pm = 0.1, at üe begiruring o[ each
aIgorithm.

Figure 2. Parents : select point for crossing r;gure ; Children : new ckomosome

staqc l Staqe 2

1lnünt I 3 2 2 3 1 3 2 ]

Enfant 2 2 1 3 2 l 3 1 3

o oj .! ı,J

3 1



the paıameter d() which is the sum of the hamming distance between each individuals of the entire
population.

A value ofpc(ı-l) : 0.5 is considered in the following example. The aim is here to provide the value of
p(ı) trough the FLC.

TABI-E 1 l-inguistic te.rn s fo( p", p_,N),,^p_ TABLE 2, Lin8listic lelms for d

.\ Ll{
§L
:\.-v

z
Ps
p],1
pL
plİ

The fllst step in the FLC is the Iiızzyfication ofthe variables d andll l) lı-2) trough the membership
fiınctions described by Hatı! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. and Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı..

The different part (NLR, . . . , PLR) are called linguistic terms. This is a mean to describe the objective
function (here the value ofthe total tardiness). Foı example, if a large value of üe difference between/(/ - 1)

and flt 2) is considered andlı 2) > JQ - 1) then üe membership function will provides a value in NL
(negative large) or NLR (negative larger), . . . A1l of the linguistic terms are defined in Hata! Başvuru
kaynağı bulunamadı. and conceming d() üe linguistic terms (VS, . . . , VL) are in Hata! Başvuru kaynağt
buIunamadı..

Conceming the membership function of/(ı |) 1(| 2), it must be noticed that a coefficient a exists.
This coefficient is settled here for scaling the function to fit the diffelence lt 1)-J(1-2). Here a scale of a is
equal to l000.

An example is provided here: ifthe difference 7(l |) J(ı , 2) = fl = 3300, it means that the sum of
the total tardiness over the entile population at iteration (/ l) is 3300 less thaı üis sum at iteration (/ 2).

Then the membeıship fi.ınction of Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. is used, and the value r() is
placed: the fiııction provides us NLR wiü a proportion of 0,3 and NL with a proportion of0.7.

The same is done with d(r) = dl :0.21 which provides S with a proportion of 0.4 and SS with 0.6.
After the fuzryfication comes the decision making. This step is achieved by the decision table denoted by

Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.(respectively with Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. conceming
pıı). This table allows to make a decision with by using the value of the member ship function of (/(l l) f
0 2» (NL& ..., PLR) aıd that of d(/) (VS, . . . , VL). It must be stressed here that this two tables are in
conJlict with each other. Indeed, Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. means that if the population is very
different conceming the decision space (/(ı 1) f (ı Z) is NLR) as well as concerning the searching space (d
(ı) is VL) the decision table increases the intensification in providing higher value for lpc (indeed zlpc is set to
PLR).

Concerning HataI Başvuru kaynağı buIunamadı. if the same values are considered this table decreases
the value ofpız by providing NLR for zlpırı -

The example of the previous paragraph to explain how using the decision table (depicted by Hata!
Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.) is resumed as follow: Several possibilities exist:

NLR(O.3) orNL(0.7) and S(0.4) ofSS(0.6).
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The first possibility is NLR (0.3) and S (0.4), knowing that the combination ofNLR and S provirles PS,
moıeover the minimunr value between 0.3 aıd 0.4 is kept which is 0.3. Then PS (0.3) is kept.

The 3 remaining cases are:

NZR(O.3) a S.Ç(0.6) - P,Ç(0_ 3), then NZ(0.7) 8 .{0.a) - + Z(O.a) and finally NZ(0,7) a .§S(0.6) --* PS(0,6).
The final step is the defizzyfication: this is done by using the membership fi.rnction of Hata! Başvuru

kaynağt bulunamadı.. Indeed depending of the value of paıameter a this membership function con,:ems/
(ü- |) -f (1._2), zlpc or ,1pm. Here the aim is to compute ihe lpc then a = 0.02 (this value is determined after
several experiments). The defuzzyfication begin with the sum of the maximum value for each linguistic term
asNLR,NL,...,PLR.

Figure 7. example of defuzzification

-5E -.k -Jd -jd

z t§

o ü!d tr1

Following the former example, the next step is to compute the sum of PS(O-3), PS(0,3), Z(0.4), Pii(0.6).
The result is shown in Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.. Then the 1ast step is to compute the value of.Yg
the abscissa of üe gravity center of the shaded area of Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı.. Let x ]ıe the
horizontal axis of Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. (from -5a to 5a), let h(x) be heighl of the shaded
area of Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. (for example h(-Scı) = 0 and i(a) : 0,6), the abscissa -Yg is
computed by the folIqşying equaıion:

X_=| xh(x|dx (r)

ln this exam'ple .ğ İ§ equaİ to 0.01'l, then lpc = 0.01|. The final step is to compute the value of pc(ı)
conceming the iteration l from the value ofpc(l l) and zlpc. The following equation is considered: p. (l) =
p"(t l)+/pc. When avalue ofp"(ı 1)=0.5 is considered, thenp"(ı l)-0.5+0.0l1:0,511.

Finally it must be noticed that hard limit conceming pc and pm have been sel: pc €= [0.5,1] and
pm e [0,0.25J.

Main principles ofthe FLC mechanism have been illustıated, for more details the reader carü refels 1o the
works oflau el al [34].

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a techniques developed by Kennedy & Eberhart Hata! Başvuru
kaynağı bulunamadı. fol continuous optimization problems while recently, some work has been dor,e on
discrete optimization problems. The algorithm is inspired fıom the animal social behaviouıs such as fish
schooling, bird flocking, etc.

This approach is based on swarm intelligence where each particle represents one solution of the stı.ıdied
problem. A particle moves around solution space using its velocity, a memory and informants. The algoıithm
starts by the initialization randomly the positions aırd the velocities of particles, after some iteration the fiiure
particles have the aim to find good solution using: the best so]ution found by their self positions (Pbesl,ı and
global best solution found by the best position of the best particle (göesl), incorpoıating a random nunrber.
The difference between the Pöesl and gbesl is that Pbesl is used on all particles however göesl is used only by
a particle itself.

As shown above, the movement corresponding to particle needs the following informations: its velocity,
its best position, and its best position neighbours using three pararneters w, c] arıd c2 İespectively. Fol oul
problem, each solution contains the positions ofthe machines in the workhop as described in Hata! Başr,uru
kaynağı buIunamadı..

Figure 8. Particle encoding

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

2 l 3 2 1 3 1 2 3
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v}" =w.v} + cl.rnd o().(X r*n - X|,)+ c2.md 
"().(X "*, 

- X!)

The position of each particle is updated using the following fi-ııction:

(2)

Y1+| _ Y I + Vü+| (r)

Where

i|*] : The updated position ofthe particle, ,Y| : The pıevious position of the particle. /j'! : The updated

velocity obtained by the formula (2)

2:

3:
4:
5:

6:

1: Generate initial solution randomly for all particles ( t e .( )

ASslgn,{,' : Irutlal solut!on

Assign the Pöesl for all particles wiü initial solution
Find best among all particles arüd assign it to göesl
Generate initial velocities raıdomly for all particles

Assign ./j : initial speed

7: while Number of iterations is not reached do
8: while Population of agents is not reached do
9: Update speed using formula (2)
10: Add speed to the corresponding particles using formula (3)

1 l: if the solution is improved üen
l2,. Update the cı.rrrent Pöesı
13: end if
l4,. end while
l5: ifthe solution is improved then
16: Update the current göesı
|'l: end if
18: end while
l9: Refum üe best solution göest

PSO algorithm

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
To test the quality and efficiency ofthe methods, a protocol test presented by Choi et al. Hata! Başvuru

kaynağı bulunamadı. is applied. The method tests 250 instances with different size of problems. We have

chosen for each instance 4 stages. For the due date, five couple of paıameteıs (T, R) has been chosen. With
each couple, five instaıces are generated. T and R are called the delay factor and the raırge one. The due dates

are generated using the following function:

DU(P_*O z {),ı_,_1l-r+!)1 (1)2"'"2
Where DU(x,y) is a uniform discreet distribution in 1ı, y/ arıd P.- defined as follow,

(5)

TABLE 5. Algolithms parameters

GA FLCGA PSo
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Number of iteration
Size of population

P crossing
P_mutation

Stopping criteria (sec)

30000
100

FLController
FLContloller

l20

30000
100
0.9
0.2
120

Number of iteration
swarm size

cl
c2

3 0000
l00

0.978
1.,793

1.793

The number of parallel machine is generated using DU (1; 4), where the number of the machines varies

between one and four and 0 for the fictive machine. The methods are coded with cN language, on a laptop

with a processor Intel Duo Core with 2.00 GHz frequency.

lç _,ç, )RDI i-" ": üö)
(s" -.S^ )

Where : Ş: The value of objective fi.ınction obtained bt algorithm, 56: The best objective function:mong
those obtained by all tested algorithms and &: The woıst objective function among those obtained by all
teSted algorithms

TABLE 6. RDl comparison

PSo FLcGA
GR1
GR2

0,16
0,23

0,93
1

In our test, the instances are grouped in two group size problem, weıe GR1 arıd GR2 repıesentı; 125

instances for each one. The comparison berween the two ınethods is done using the four comparison criteria
which aıe: the Relative Deviation Index (RDI), the sum of cases where each method is compaled to the othel
ones §BS). This one is described by the number and the percentage. The third one is the average diffel-ence

between the objective function obtained by the PSO and the FLCGA (GAPPSO-FLCGA) and betweeıı GA
and the FLCGA (GAPGA-FLCGA).

The Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. shows that for GR1 problem the best method is the FL,3GA
with RDI=0.0l, not far from FLCGA, üe PSo method Presents also very interesting solution qualiry. The

worst method iS the GA.
For the second group G.R2. The same remark can be made such as the FLCCA is betler tharı the ııther

methods. lts RD] is even better than that obtained for the GR1.

TABLE 7. NBS comparison

Pso (%) GA (%) FLOGA ("/o)

GR1
GR2

50 (40)
0 (0)

120 (96)
125 (10o)

7
0

The very good results obtained by the FLCGA are confirmed in the flata! Başvuru kaynağı
bulunamadı. were it obtained 96Vo of the best solutions for the GR1 and 100% for the GR2. The PSO met-ıod

shows interesting results for GR1 with 40Yo ofbest solutions but faı from the FLCGA. The worst results are

obtained by the genetic algorithm wiüout controller.
TABLE 8. GAP comparison

GAPPSO-FLCGA
(%)

GAPGA_GAFLC
(%)

GR,1
GR2

4 30
6-726

The Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. shows the GAP between the best method which is üe FLCCA
and the other methods. The comparison between üe PSO meüod and FLCGA one shows that the first ()ne

gives interesting solutions compared to the best one with 5% and 26%.
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0,01
0,00

(5)
(0)



The efficiency of lhe fu72y logic controller is proved in the results of the comparison between GA and
FLCGA, were the two methods having exactly the Same configuration, the only difference is the

FlControlleur integıated in FLCGA. We notice that the FLCGA improve the results of üe GA wilh 57yo for
GR| and 30Vo for GR2.

CONCLUSION
A hybrid flow shop scheduling problem with pre affectation has been studied in this paper. This one has

some specifications such us the system may contains lot of stages, each one may contain different parallel
machine aıd the orders are pre assigned to the machines. [n each stage, that orders that aıe not processed on
any machine are assigned to a ftctive one.
The objective is the minimization of the total tardiness. To achieve our objective, thıee methods have been
applied on the problem. Two well known metaheırristics are applied such as iı genetic algorithm (GA) and a
particle swarm optimization (PSO).The third one is a newest approach, developed by us and presented in this
paper which is a genetic algorithm under Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLCGA). The results obtained by the
methods are discussed and show that the FLCGA is very efficient.
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